




Narrative Cards

Narrative cards were used to communicate the story in non-gameplay sections - namely the intro
sequence and endings. I wrote the words and described the art that was created to accompany it.

Intro
Image Description:
High angle, from in front. Beepo takes the first steps on their quest - out into the streets, surrounded
by faceless beople they can only hope to convince. They’re looking to the player - but Beepo is
isolated, and their surroundings are hardly inviting. No-one seems to be paying attention to them.

Final Art:

On-screen text:
How did it come to this? It seems, somehow, that you are the only one left who's worried about the
coming cold. Beople used to fly south for the winter - has everybirdy forgotten that? Are they so
wrapped up in the hustle and bustle of life that they don't notice the temperature dropping? The
weather changing? Doesn’t anyone remember the wind under their wings?

You have to remind them - make them remember. But you're just one pigeon, Beepo. How could you
even start to make a difference? Time is running out...but even if it's just you against the world,
against the frost...you have to try.

In-game screenshot:



Ending (Good)
Image Description:
A vast host of birds in flight. There are recognisable members of each species in the game (including,
inexplicably, chickens? keep it light). The clouds are sparse, and the sun shines on the group as they
make their escape.

Final art:

On-screen text:
It's now or never. The cold draws nearer - you feel it in your hollow bones, and shake it off. It's time to
take flight!

With one final squawk, you gather your friends and command them: up! Up! Away, to warmth, safety
and sanctuary. Your feathers ruffle as you leave the ground, and you rise as one as the instinct
returns to your beople. They, as you do, remember the sensation of wind under their wings.

You can already see yourself sitting on a beach somewhere, sipping on an ice cold grub and coke.

Life is good.

In-game screenshot:



Ending (Bad)
Image Description:
Low angle, close-up. Beepo’s scarf lies in the snow amongst twigs and other debris. A trail of frozen
claw prints fades away into the distance.

Final art:

On-screen text:
The winter winds hiss. You draw your scarf up around your neck in a vain attempt to hold the heat
beneath your feathers, but a cruel gust tears it from you like a threadbare flag detached from its mast.

You did what you could. As winter descends, the frost bites at your wings, and snow dusts the
ground. There’s little else to be done: birds like you weren’t meant for the cold. At least you tried - not
only for yourself, but for your friends too. And isn’t that all we can do, in the end?

You hope so.

In-game screenshot:



Bird Dialogue

Beepo’s quest to rally other birds and lead them south leads them to talk to leaders who can inspire
members of their own species. These simple, characterful interactions are meant to provide the

player with an amusing break from the otherwise-daunting task set before them. I wrote the
dialogue and chose the most appropriate portrait made by the art team - or requested new ones if

needed.

Cluckster
A bumpkin-type with a short temper. Near-incomprehensible, and angry.

Character Portrait Dialogue

Cluckster

(beak closed)

Wayul howdy thayure pardner, whut can hawmble ol'
Cluckster do fer ya?

Beepo

(shock)

I...uhhh...sorry? What was that?

Cluckster

(skeptical)

Whut? Kayn't yawl understaynd whut ahm sayun'? Ahm
speakin' plain bird, sunneh!

Beepo

(beak closed)

Ah, I'm sorry, I think there's some sort of language barrier
here. Sorry to bother you!

Cluckster

(shock)

... whutschur problem, kid? Yer lookin’ ta scrap?

Beepo

(beak closed)

Uh, okay...well, I'll be on my way. Bye!

Cluckster

(shock)

Eyyy! Whayer yawl goin'?? Git back hare!



Magpeter
A majestic magpie with an eye for fashion. They sound like a problematic tinder hottie.

Character Portrait Dialogue

Magpeter

(beak closed)

what do u want

Beepo

(blush)

Oh my god, nothing...I-...

Magpeter

(glowing)

oh ur so shy thats soo cute...

Beepo

(shock)

Uhhh...

Magpeter

(glowing)

ur scarf is so nice. u new here?

Beepo

(blush)

No I'm-...

Magpeter

(blush)

ok fine I guess i'll go with u



Taro
A (possibly) Italian sparrow with a need for speed. Snappy, overly-ready responses.

Character Portrait Dialogue

Taro

(grin)

You got it, chief!

Beepo

(beak open)

...huh?

Taro

(grin)

Let's go, champ!

Beepo

(beak open)

What?

Taro

(beak open)

Sheesh. Catch up.

Beepo

(beak closed)

...

Taro

(beak closed)

...

Beepo

(shock)

Do you even know where we're going?

Taro

(whistle)

Nope.





Xander Passes (5 Panels)
Notes: The interior of the library is reminiscent of a medieval castle - dusty, sandy grey bricks, lit by
torchlight.

All the characters in this scene should look fairly haggard; Kline is dressed in casual clothes that they haven’t
changed out of in a while.

F1: Mid-shot. A warm grey wire of a person, KLINE, ascends the wide, spiralling steps of the STAR
TOWER, holding a glass of water. Light spills down the stairs from a room up above, casting Kline
in half-silhouette.

KLINE:
Ghoul?
Where you at?

F2: Extreme close-up, inset panel. The water in the cup ripples.

F3: Mid-shot. Kline approaches the entrance to Xander’s room: a heavy door left ajar.

F4: Mid-shot, over Kline’s shoulder. Kline enters Xander’s room. The curved stone room is old, dimly
lit and filled with bookcases and tables. The walls are lined with shelves, all stacked high with
hardbacks and scrolls. At the far side is a metal-frame bed; it has a thin mattress, bulked up by
layers of blankets. On the bed, an elderly man - XANDER - lies. His back is slumped up against
the headboard. His eyes are open, but distant and motionless. It’s clear that life has left him.
Beside the bed, GHOUL - a white blob-creature - stands on his hind legs, his paw held by Xander’s
still hand.

KLINE:
Hey Xander, I had that dream-...

F5: Close-up, inset panel. The glass shatters into a thousand shards at Kline’s feet.





Xander’s Pyre (4 Panels)
Notes: The dialogue on panels 1-3 is a ‘voiceover’ originating on panel three; the speech bubbles should
therefore connect to one another.

F1: Mid-shot. Kline kneels beside Xander at the side of the bed, having collapsed forward onto it.
They’re crying onto the old man’s body, half-hugging it.

KLINE (OP):
To the sands I lie prostrate and beg…

F2: Mid-shot, low angle. Kline sits slumped outside the room in a sort of fetal position. Ghoul sits
beside them, offering moral support in the form of affectionate rubbing - as domesticated animals
do. The door is open, showing Xander’s body in the bed behind them.

KLINE (OP):
...let not Xander go into the void with restless heart.

F3: Medium close-up. Xander lies motionless on a bed of tinder and kindling.

KLINE:
His vow is done. And now he passes on his duty.

F4: Wide-shot, over Kline’s shoulder. Flames consume Xander’s body, which is visible through the fire
at the centre of the pyre. Kline is silhouetted against the fire, merging with the blackness of the
night.













Zhou’s Flight (2 Panels) 

1: Wide-shot. Zhou falls through time, crying out. Around her, reality folds and unfolds into complex,                
geometric shapes. Worlds echo across the planes; energy simmers and crackles. Screaming            
galaxies, cosmic debris, a million points of light. This is an unstable slipgate tunnel - it’s a miracle                  
Zhou’s body hasn’t already been rent into a thousand uncoiled springs.  

2: Close-up, inset panel. She closes her eyes. 

ZHOU (KHIRIAYAN): 
Dylou...ju tem tomi. Dylou...I’m so sorry. 
Ju'pan telay ma. I’ll find you. 





Watching Ofbirta (5 Panels) 

1: Mid-shot, low angle. Kline sits on a ridge beside OFBIRTA, a slipgate, with their legs dangling                 
below and their headphones around their neck. Having disgorged most of the contents, Kline sits               
with their open backpack beside them. In one hand they hold a canteen and in the other a book                   
with old Noglish script on the cover. They have a battered tin filled with crystalline leaves sitting in                  
their lap, next to the rifle. Between their legs is a jarcel (half a loaf of bread with a metal ring around                      
the edge, with a centre full of some sort of fruit). Kline’s expression is one of calmness - almost                   
meditative. They’ve been sitting here, watching, for a while. Far above, strange birds circle against               
the bright, colourful sky. In the background, Ghoul is curled up in a ball, asleep. 

GHOUL (SFX): 
Zzzzz 

2: Medium close-up. Kline absentmindedly screws the cap back onto the canteen as they spot               
something in the distance. 

KLINE: 
Ghoul, you see that? 

3: Aerial long-shot. From behind Kline, the full vista they look out upon is revealed: a scene similar                  
to the opening panels of the chapter - the desert, full of debris and detritus. There is a large crater                    
off in the distance, with fissures in the earth emanating from it. It’s almost as if a dent was made in                     
a pane of glass. The shatter gives off a purple glow and seems to be darker towards the centre. 

4: Mid-shot. They pick up the sniper rifle to look through the scope. 

5: Extreme close-up/long-shot, a magnified view through Kline’s rifle scope. A herd of RUMINORS              
(strange cow-like creatures) are moving hurriedly in the wide valley below; they’ve been startled. 

KLINE (OP): 
Something’s stirring up the wastelins... 



Running To Zhou (5 Panels) 

1: Aerial long-shot. Kline and Ghoul watch from the ridge as the crater seems to explode with light.                  
At the centre, this light bends and warps - the black hole grows. 

OFBIRTA (SFX): 
CRACKLE 

KLINE: 
Hey...something new’s on the way... 

2: Medium close-up, down Kline’s rifle barrel, inset panel. Kline reacts with a mix of excitement and                 
worry. 

KLINE: 
Ghoul! Get up! 
It might be a new fridge! 

3: Mid-shot, flat angle. Kline, having slung the rifle and left their bag on the ridge, leaps over an                   
obstruction as they run down the slope towards the crater. Ghoul is playing catch up. 

KLINE: 
Come on! 

4: Mid-shot, high angle. This panel might look somewhat like Caspar David Friedrich’s Wanderer              
Above the Sea of Fog. Kline, having reached the edge of the pit, looks down towards the centre.                  
Though their body obscures the centre, their posture indicates something. A curling, ill-coloured fog              
twists up from the pit, rolling from the centre. 

5: Wide-shot, low angle, from in front. Down in the pit, beyond a veil of purple cloud and                  
micro-lightning, there is a shadow - the outline of a kneeling humanoid figure: Zhou. Her clothes                
are torn and burned; her hair is messy and her face is streaked with a mixture of blood, tears and                    
red paint. 



Fight Or Flight (5 Panels) 
Continuity: Though it is part of Zhou’s character design, special care should be paid to the presentation of                  
Zhou’s hairpin in these scenes as it will become relevant as a prop on the next page. 

1: Wide-shot. Kline and Zhou face off. There is an obvious imbalance: Kline, on the high ground,                 
towers over the newcomer, despite the distance between them. Zhou looks up at Kline, disoriented               
but aggressive. 

ZHOU (KHIRIAYAN): 
Jai no har? Jo lon ju? What the fuck? Where am I? 
Jai xan saro lan ma? What the hell are you? 

2: Mid-shot, low angle, Zhou’s perspective. Kline, standing high on the ridge, is almost silhouetted               
against the bright sky behind them. Ghoul sits on his rear end beside them; both seem stunned,                 
with mouths agape. 

3: Close-up, inset panel. Zhou’s expression furrows. She’s in fight or flight. 

4: Mid-shot, low angle, repeat perspective (2). Kline starts to clamber down over the ridge into the pit. 

5: Wide-shot, low angle. With Kline down in the pit, the two are on the same plane. Kline approaches                   
Zhou with their hands kept low. Zhou doesn’t seem to be backing down. 

KLINE: 
...uh, hi there. 
Are...you okay…? 

ZHOU (KHIRIAYAN): 
Juma aijiit! Stay back! 



Zhou Attacks Kline (7 Panels) 

1: Mid-shot. Zhou starts to back away... 

ZHOU: 
Aagh! 

2: Mid-shot, repeat perspective (1). ...but tumbles backward. 

3: Mid-shot, low angle. Kline walks towards Zhou, taking care to keep a cautious and               
non-threatening stance. They reach out an open palmed hand in a reassuring gesture, hoping to               
help her up. Zhou, weakly pushes herself up and reaches up to her hairpin. 

KLINE: 
Careful, there. You’re safe now-... 

4: Close-up, high angle. Zhou’s reaction is gritted teeth and a fierce stare. She shouts at Kline. 

ZHOU (KHIRIAYAN): 
Jun ju aijit, sarokhon! Take me back, demon! 

5: Close-up. Zhou’s hand clasps around her hairpin, pulling it from her hair. 

6: Mid-shot. Kline jumps backwards as Zhou jumps forward to thrust the impromptu weapon              
towards them. She clearly misses, but the look on Kline’s face shows that they were caught                
off-guard. Zhou’s hair, loose from the pin, is a mess. 

KLINE: 
Woah, woah! 

7: Wide-shot, low angle. Kline raises their arms, half in defense, half in surrender. Zhou scrambles to                 
her feet, holding the hairpin out at arms length. 

KLINE: 
Friend! I’m your friend! 



Leaving Ofbirta (6 Panels) 
Notes: As per the previous page, Zhou’s hair is now let down and chaotic - a description that should persist. 

1: Close-up. Ghoul, very displeased with Zhou’s behaviour, pulls a face that is far from friendly. 

GHOUL: 
Grrrarf! 

2: Aerial/long-shot. Using her moment, Zhou runs across the pond, away from Kline. 

KLINE: 
Wait! 

3: Mid-shot, high angle. Zhou clambers up the edge of the pit. Kline and Ghoul have started following                  
in hot pursuit. 

KLINE: 
Stop! It’s dangerous out here! 

ZHOU (KHIRIAYAN): 
Jum song liya ju! Get away from me! 

4: Mid-shot, high angle. Kline awkwardly flops up the ridge and raises an arm to try and wave Zhou                   
down. Ahead, Zhou weaves between various rock formations and obstacles embedded in the sand              
as she flees. 

KLINE: 
Hey, wait up! Stop! 
I’m friendly! 

5: Medium close-up. Zhou, exhausted, stops to lean on a tall piece of debris - still clutching the                  
hairpin in one hand. Behind her, Kline and Ghoul get closer. Kline is waving their arms. 

ZHOU (KHIRIAYAN): 
Jum song ju kou! Leave me alone! 

6: Close-up, flat side angle. Zhou reacts with sudden fear to something unseen. 



Schnufflin Readies (6 Panels) 

1: Mid-shot, Zhou’s perspective. A monstrous, tortured being - a SCHNUFFLIN - stalks along the               
ground towards Zhou.  

SCHNUFFLIN (SFX): 
SCRAWWRR! 

2: Mid-shot, repeat perspective (previous page, 5). Zhou adopts a fighting position and holds the               
hairpin at the centre of her mass, pointed outward like a sword. She’s terrified, but ready to fight.                  
Kline, closer now, has also spotted the monster and unslung their weapon. 

3: Close-up, high angle. The beast looks up and snarls, spitting and dripping saliva. Its eyes are                 
bloodshot and there are scraps of flesh still stuck in its teeth. 

4: Wide-shot, from behind the schnufflin. Kline arrives and puts their arm in front of Zhou. Ghoul                 
bounds ahead of the two of them to face down the beast. 

5: Mid-shot, low angle, from in front of Ghoul. Ghoul fixes the schnufflin with a determined look. Behind                  
him, Zhou looks to Kline, unsure but seemingly trusting them momentarily. She still maintains her               
fighting stance. 

6: Mid-shot. Kline begins to step backwards, pulling Zhou with them by pressing lightly on her belly.                 
Zhou does not look happy to be touched by Kline, but does not resist. 

KLINE (QUIET): 
Slowly...that’s a schnufflin...you don’t want to fight it. 
Let Ghoul do his thing. 



Ghoul Defends (5 Panels) 

1: Close-up. Ghoul concentrates a determined scowl toward the Schnufflin, probing it’s mind. 

2: Close-up. The schnufflin’s aggressiveness lessens: it bows its head and seemingly grows             
smaller, slinking away from Ghoul. 

3: Wide-shot. Zhou lowers her weapon slightly as the schnufflin turns to walk away, but keeps its                 
head turned towards Ghoul, who watches it back. 

4: Close-up. As the beast steps away, Ghoul turns back to look up at Kline and Zhou with an                   
enormous toothless grin. 

5: Mid-shot. Kline kneels in front of Ghoul and scratches the skin behind his ears; both are smiling.                  
Zhou stands, slightly dumbstruck and still holding in one hand the hairpin. She is clearly in a                 
position of superiority. 

KLINE: 
Good job, Ghoul! Well done! 
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